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Slooh to Cover Special Double Celestial Event in the Rich

Quadrantid Meteor Shower and Earth’s Perihelion

Slooh will present two free live broadcasts with the first, Quadrantid Meteor Shower, starting Friday

night, January 3, at 3:30 PM PST/ 6:30 PM EST/ 23:30 UTC and the second, Earth’s Closest Approach to

the Sun, starting Saturday morning, January 4, at 10 AM PST/ 1 PM EST/ 18 UTC.

The Quadrantids are usually one of the top meteor showers of the year as they are one of only three

annual meteor showers that can exhibit over 100 meteors per hour.  Using high sensitivity wide field

cameras in the Canary islands and in Arizona, Slooh will show the Quadrantid meteors accompanied by

narration from Slooh astronomer Bob Berman. The broadcast will continue throughout the night, taking

advantage of both the rich nature of this annual shower, and very favorable sky conditions this year with

the Moon entirely absent.

The following morning, Saturday, January 4, Slooh will cover the Earth at Perihelion -- the day the Sun is

closest to our planet and appears largest in our sky. Slooh will show real time images of the sun through

the special Solar telescope at the Prescott Observatory. The broadcast will also include live commentary

from Berman as well as Prescott Observatory Director Matt Francis. Slooh will show real-time solar

storms and eruptions of other Sun phenomena starting at 10 AM Pacific Time / 1:00 PM Eastern Time.

Moreover, this is also the date of the latest sunrise in much of the United States.

Main Feed - Feed Courtesy of Slooh

Quadrantid Meteor Shower

Start time: January 3rd,  3:30 PM PST/ 6:30 PM EST/ 23:30 UTC

Link - www.slooh.com

Embed - <iframe width="1280" height="720"
src="//www.youtube.com/embed/bqF9d8gQ16A" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>

#Quadrantids

Earth’s Closest Approach to the Sun

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.slooh.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHrqeW4dLIXWwwxw6NcAFIC3oFdDw


Start time: January 4,  10 AM PST/ 1 PM EST/ 18 UTC

Link - www.slooh.com

Embed - <iframe width="1280" height="720" src="//www.youtube.com/embed/W4oi7Xj7kXQ"
frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>

#Solar

Slooh Media Policy

We own all copyright rights in the text, images, photographs, video, audio, graphics, user interface, and

other content provided on Slooh live broadcasts. At times, we may include additional content from NASA

or other official partners to help explain what’s happening in the live image feed. A Slooh watermark will

be included on our live feed. Slooh may run a house ad prior, during, or after any broadcast to highlight

the Slooh cooperative and/or iPad app program. You may embed our feeds into your coverage so long

as courtesy of Slooh is located next to the feed with a link back to www.slooh.com. You may not alter or

modify our broadcast in any way, unless provided with written permission to do so.

About Slooh

Since 2003 Slooh has connected ground-based telescopes to the Internet for access by the broader
public. Slooh members have taken over 2.4m photos of over 40,000 celestial objects, and participated in
numerous discoveries with leading astronomical institutions. Slooh’s automated observatories develop
celestial images in real-time for broadcast to the Internet. Slooh’s technology is protected by Patent No.:
US 7,194,146 B2 which was awarded in 2006. Slooh’s flagship observatory is situated on Mt. Teide in
the Canary Islands, in partnership with the Institute of Astrophysics of the Canary Islands (IAC). Slooh has
also broadcast live celestial events from partner observatories in Arizona, Japan, Hawaii, Cypress, Dubai,
South Africa, Australia, New Zealand and Norway. Slooh’s free live broadcasts of potentially hazardous
asteroids (PHAs), comets, transits, eclipses, solar activity etc. feature narration by astronomy experts
Bob Berman and Paul Cox and are syndicated to media outlets such as NBC, ABC, CNN, Fox News,
National Geographic, the BBC, Wired, The Weather Channel and more. Slooh’s live celestial events have
been viewed over a billion times, the highlight of which was the 2011 lunar eclipse broadcast live on
Google’s home page.
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